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From: wilson@softdisk.com
Subject: Re: Masonic Astronauts initiated the whole world
Newsgroups: alt.freemasonry,alt.conspiracy,alt.illuminati,alt.alien.visitors,alt.fan.art-bell
Message-ID: <848211261.19489@dejanews.com>
In article <56gc0j$7is@ns2.southeast.net>,
dsale@users.southeast.net (Danny Sale) wrote:
>
> Buzz Aldren took a masonic flag to the moon and engaged in masonic
> ritual precisely 33 minutes upon landing. The flag was brought back
> where it now remains at the masonic museum in the masonic temple in
> Washington, D.C.
> Every Apollo mission to the moon was carefully timed and carried out
> to correspond with significant Egyptian ceremonial dates. Every
> landing site was to coincide in peculiar ways with the constellations
> Orion(Osiris), Sirius(Isis) or both. Specifically, The Apollo 13
> disaster illustrated the meaning of the number 13. The number 13 is
> the number of the Phoenix, the bird that rises in "order" from the
> ashes of chaos. The world believed the Apollo astronauts to be dead
> men, and then miraculously they were resurrected and brought home. The
> constellation of Orion is found on the original NASA Mission Patch.
> It was the death of Osiris and the rebirth of Horus, an initiation of
> the whole world.
Verily. I, too, am a disciple of the Ascended Master H'OAG-L'HAND. It is
good that you have made this attempt to spread his message and illuminate the
greater mass of humanity as to the sinister intentions of the Dark Cult of Freemasonry. We must act quickly, if we are to prevent the remainder of this
horrid plan from coming to pass. I fear we may already be too late, but, as
always, H'OAG-L'HAND stands against the foul machinations of the Conspiracy.
I pray that he will be successful in his fight. If not, God save us all!
"Iron Parrot" JIIM
wilson@softdisk.com
"fear the vOIDbEEST"
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